
MHC LANGUAGE LEVEL AUDIT
PLACEMENT TESTING FOR YOUR ORGANISATION 

The MHC language audit is a 60-minute comprehensive evaluation of your 
employees’ foreign language skills according to CEFR that measure knowledge 
and ability in speaking, listening, reading, writing, grammar and vocabulary.

GO! LEVEL 1 CEFR : A0 / Starter

Student gives mainly one word answers, may attempt to 
construct short phrases making mistakes, has difficulty 
responding to questions. 

GO! LEVEL 2 CEFR : A1 / Elementary

Student can use the third person, Present Continuous and 
Present Simple correctly with some success and will try to 
give more information. 

GO! LEVEL 3 CEFR : A2 / Pre-Intermediate

Student uses Present Perfect and Past Simple with 
reasonable success using simple adjectives and 
structures on familiar topics, but unable to use time 
references accurately. 

GO! LEVEL 4 CEFR : A2+ / Pre-Intermediate +

Student understands conditionals, but unable to 
consistently use them correctly. Offers additional, 
straightforward information, not restricted to  
simple answers.

GO! LEVEL 5 CEFR : B1 / Intermediate

Student uses conditionals more accurately and gives 
longer responses with more detailed information, but still 
incorporates false friends by relying on literal translation.

GO! LEVEL 6 CEFR : B1+ / Intermediate +

Student understands questions and responds 
without hesitation using more diverse language,  
not always accurately, and has reasonable success  
using conditionals. 

GO! LEVEL 7 CEFR : B2 / Upper Intermediate

Student is quite confident speaking about unfamiliar 
topics without direct translation and uses a wide range  
of tenses and phrasal verbs with reasonable success. 

GO! LEVEL 8 CEFR : B2+ / Upper Intermediate +

Student consistently uses most tenses accurately, 
voluntarily including conditionals and more complex 
structures and speaks at length on most topics. 

GO! LEVEL 9 CEFR : C1 / Advanced

Student incorporates a wide variety of language and uses 
idioms to speak freely about unfamiliar topics making 
just a few mistakes when experimenting with complex 
structures and language. 

GO! LEVEL 10 CEFR : C2 / Mastery

Student freely uses idiomatic expressions, complex 
grammar and phrasal verbs accurately with only  
their accent or rare mistakes revealing them to be  
non-native speakers.

Step 1 15 Minutes The student completes our online assessment to evaluate grammar skills, vocabulary 
knowledge and reading comprehension. Our software detects how long was required  
to complete the test and how many breaks were taken.

Step 2 30 Minutes Our language auditor contacts the student via telephone or VoIP to give a structured interview 
to evaluate speaking ability and listening comprehension. The interview style is free-flowing, 
informal and conversational.

Step 3 15 Minutes The student writes a short text on a topic provided by the language auditor that is sent  
back via email within 15 minutes after the interview has ended to assess writing ability.
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